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Constructing International Security helps policy makers and students rec-

ognize effective third-party strategies for balancing deterrence and restraint

in security relationships. Brett V. Benson shows that there are systematic

differences among types of security commitments. Understanding these com-

mitments is key, because commitments – such as formal military alliances and

extended deterrence threats – form the basis of international security order.

Benson argues that sometimes the optimal commitment conditions military

assistance on specific hostile actions the adversary might take. At other times,

he finds, it is best to be ambiguous by leaving an ally and adversary uncer-

tain about whether the third party will intervene. Such uncertainty transfers

risk to the ally, thereby reducing the ally’s motivation to behave too aggres-

sively. The choice of security commitment depends on how well defenders

can observe hostilities leading to war and on their evaluations of dispute

settlements, their ally’s security, and the relative strength of the defender.

Brett V. Benson is Assistant Professor of Political Science and Asian Studies
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Preface

The inspiration for this book is the policy of “strategic ambiguity,” which
is the United States’ strategy for addressing the dispute between China and
Taiwan. I first became aware of the politics of the Taiwan Strait when I lived in
Taiwan 20 years ago. I have a vivid memory of visiting Taiwan’s west coast and
looking out over the Taiwan Strait from the vantage point of an empty pillbox,
which was constructed decades before in anticipation of an attack by Chinese
Communist soldiers. Taiwan has many such reminders of its tense relationship
with mainland China, a relationship I did not fully appreciate or understand
when I was only 19 years old.

A friend from Taiwan, who did his military service on the island of Que-
moy, left an indelible impression on me. He was a proud descendant of the Sun
family – of Sun Yatsen – and spoke longingly about Taiwan being reunited with
China; yet, he served as a soldier charged with the responsibility of defending
a tiny island from mainland China. I was struck by the strength of his con-
victions and the peculiarity of the dispute separating him from his ancestral
home. Equally remarkable to me was the symbolic value of the tiny and mili-
tarily useless island of Quemoy. For a period of time in the 1950s, the world,
including millions of Americans who had no idea what or where Quemoy
was, feared there might be a war, perhaps involving nuclear weapons, over a
piece of land smaller than Staten Island that lay just a few kilometers off of
China’s coast. In researching this book, I have had the opportunity to revisit
and explore in greater depth these early impressions. More important, I have
learned that embedded in the narrow politics of the Taiwan Strait are valuable
general lessons for the study of international politics.
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